KMTT PRE-TOURNAMENT MEETING
CLEARFORK – EVENT #1 (6:00AM) – 3:00pm
IMMEDIATELY AFTER REGISTERING GET IN THE WATER
REMEMBER WE DO NOT ALLOW PENATRATING CULL SYSTEMS.
THE START WILL BE BY THE NUMBERS – YOU MUST PASS THE START BOAT WITHIN 50’
TO BE PROPERLY RECOGNIZED BY YOUR PLATE NUMBER - DO NOT WAKE THE START
BOAT PROCEED A SAFE DISTANCE BEFORE SPEEDING UP SPEED LIMIT IS 7 MPH.

FLIGHT #1
BOAT NUMBERS 1- 18 DUE IN: 3:00pm
FLIGHT #2
BOAT NUMBERS 19-REMAINING DUE IN: 3:15 pm
Please be respectful of all others utilizing the lake. I do not want any problems
conveyed to the park office.
MORNING PRE-LAUNCH
I have a liability form all team members must sign. It is up on the website for you to print ahead of
time. I would prefer everyone pay all your pots ahead of time as well. It would be nice to only have
to give you your pre-tournament meeting at boat check and be done for the morning. For those
who have paid their event entry in full I will be drawing teams from a hat to then draw balls from
our bag for your take off position. Those who paid in full will get double draw. I will post your boat
numbers on the website Thursday night and it will be with your pre-tournament meeting we hand
out the morning of the event. For those who have not paid for the event ahead of time you will be
assigned numbers when you pay. They will be high of course. For all teams who had your numbers
drawn the next event we will reverse order if you paid ahead for it as well.
1.) If you need to pay for pots or entry or drop off liability form only one team member may come
to the trailer and be sure to keep social distancing of 6ft.
2.) We strongly encourage the use of mask or coverings for your face such as a buff. We will do so
as well and wear medically acceptable gloves for taking checks and cash. No winnings will be paid
the day of the event you will decide for us to mail a check or possibly pick it up somewhere.
3.) During pre-launch and lot activities please keep social distancing. If I get people not adhering to
our processes, you will be asked not to return.

AFETRNOON WEIGH-IN/CROWD/GALLERY ACTIVITES
1.) We can no longer provide bags for you to use. We will be selling the Venom bag for $20.00 and
I have some throw away bags for free.
2.) Only one team member may bring the fish to the weigh in. The other member needs to stay
with the boat or finish getting ready to leave.
3.) If you need to check a fish the courtesy board is available. Then always work your way to the
scales using our live water tanks but keeping social distancing.
4.) Once you get to the bumpmaster dump your fish in one of the baskets. Pick your big bass and
put it in the other basket and step away from the sink so the bumpmaster may approach the sink
to do his job. Please watch the LED display for your weight and then take your bag of fish release
them, and go back to your vehicle.
5.) I will have boards up for viewing but if at any time I have more than 10 people around the area
or not adhering to the social distancing we will put them inside the trailer and will not show them
at all.
6.) No money will be paid out we will send you your winnings or make alternate arrangements. I
will have all results posted on the website and Facebook that night along with winnings
7.) Remember there are people who would like nothing better than snapping a pic of us violating
these processes. Please don’t give them the satisfaction!

